The central promise of personalized medicine is individualized treatments that target 13 molecular mechanisms underlying the physiological changes and symptoms arising from disease.
gene, Ddx3y, being Y-linked, is expressed exclusively in males, whereas Xist is expressed from 115 inactive X-chromosome in females [18] . All four datasets contained Ddx3y reads (average 350 reads 116 per dataset), and did not contain reads corresponding to Xist. From these data, we concluded all four
117
RNAseq datasets were for aortic arches from male rabbits. 
Genome alignments

124
FASTQ sequence data were downloaded from the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA; Figure 1 . Gene Expression Analysis Pipeline. RNAseq data for each biological replicate of mouse and rabbit aortas were aligned to the GRCm38 (mouse) and OryCun2.0 (rabbit) genome assemblies using STAR [19] . Datasets of splice sites for alignment of spliced reads were obtained from ENSEMBL. Gene expression data were extracted from the files of aligned reads using featureCounts [21] , normalized to CPM values, and quality control of replicates was performed with ClustVis [23] . Expression data for 15,179 established orthologous genes were extracted, and analyzed in two ways. In the first approach, we categorized all orthologs by expression status into three groups, expressed in mouse, expressed in rabbit, or expressed in both species. In the second approach, transformed expression data were used to test differences in gene expression levels between mice and rabbits.
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within Galaxy platform [20] . Reads were aligned to the respective reference genomes (GRCm38, 128 a.k.a. mm10, for mouse data; OryCun2.0 for rabbit data) using the following parameters: RNA STAR Among orthologs expressed at an average ≥5 CPM threshold in at least one species, 7,172 genes were designated as "common"; 1,337 genes whose expression was above threshold in mice, but below threshold in rabbits were designated as "mouse-only"; and 1,218 genes whose expression was above threshold in rabbits, but below threshold in mice were designated as "rabbit-only". Tables 3 and 4) 
274
being either more specific, descendant metabolic related-categories or regulators of these metabolic 275 processes ( Figure 4A ). Interestingly, among common genes in this category, one-third are associated
276
with the "MP:0002127 abnormal cardiovascular system morphology" phenotype (see below), which 277 is significantly higher than expected. Among top Cellular Component categories, several were for 278 species-specific groups. Surprisingly, among mouse-only genes, categories "GO:0097458 neuron 279 part" and "GO:0044456 synapse part", were significantly overrepresented ( Figure 4B ). Seventeen of axon guidance" and "GO:0048812 neuron projection morphogenesis" (Supplementary Table 6 ).
285
Among rabbit-only genes, the overrepresented category is "GO:0005739 mitochondrion" and its 286 descendants ( Figure 4B , Supplementary Table 6 ).
287
We have also explored Mammalian Phenotype (MP) Ontology annotations using the same 288 strategy ( Figure 5 ). A total of 1,049 MP categories were significantly overrepresented, again most of 289 them (1,000) were in the common genes group (Supplementary Table 7 ). As expected, "MP:0005385 290 cardiovascular system phenotype" and it's descendant category, "MP:0002127 abnormal 291 cardiovascular system morphology" discussed above, were among top 25 overrepresented Table 7 and Supplemental HTML2. position when sorted by p-value despite being statistically significant (Supplementary Table 7 ). The 
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To identify potential differences in biochemical pathways affected, we analyzed the mouse-only
305
and rabbit-only genes using MouseCyc, a database and tool for biochemical pathway analysis and Table 9) . However, this analysis revealed that both of these 376 categories are overrepresented in both common genes and genes with higher expression in the 377 mouse ( Figure 10 ). "MP:0001785 edema" was an overrepresented category among genes with high 
382
MouseCyc analysis of differentially expressed genes allowed completing and clarifying the 383 biochemical pathway differences between mice and rabbits ( Figure 11 ). For example, it made clear 384 that in the mitochondrion, in the electron transfer chain, it is the last step (Complex IV), which is 385 higher in mice, whereas the rest of the electron transfer chain pathway is higher in the rabbits.
386
BioCyc analysis confirms, complements, and importantly extends the VLAD the results in the VLAD
387
analysis of Gene Ontology data in Figure 4B and 9B to specific biochemical pathways and molecules. For more detail and interactive module, see Supplemental Table 9 and Supplemental HTML4.
Interestingly, several fatty acids biosynthesis pathways are expressed higher in mice, while fatty 389 acids and lipids degradation pathways are higher in rabbits (Figure 10 ). This reflects the differences
390
between two translational models of atherosclerosis. In summary, from our comparative transcriptome analysis, we discovered that both in vivo 
